DIY JIG
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This jig can be used to fit 90° corners for worktop widths 300, 400, 500, 600, 616 and 620mm.
A 30mm guide bush and a ½” (12.7mm) straight router cutter with a 50mm cutting length are required no other
combination of cutter and guide bush will work satisfactorily.
It is important that the router is always moved left to right.
The cutter must always enter the worktop through the postformed edge, except, of course, for bolt holes. All
diagrams have been made showing this set up.
Do not plunge the router more than 10mm at a time or use blunt tools.
Ensure the guide bush is firmly attached to the router base plate.
Ensure that all pegs are pushed fully into the selected holes so that the head of the pegs do not sit proud and so
interfere with the action of the router. Note: peg holes that are not counter bored to accept the head of the peg
are not meant to be used with the jig that way up.
When using the centre slot, always use the side of the slot nearest to you first for the waste removal, with the final
pass being performed against the side of the slot furthest from you to finish the cut.
When the jig is positioned it must be clamped in place using two “G” clamps.
Before cutting check to ensure that all pegs are still tight against the worktop edge (some clamps when tightened
can cause the jig to creep out of position).
Take care to ensure that the router cutter remains perpendicular when performing all cuts.
Please observe all relevant safety requirements for the use of routers.
Before starting please take some time to read through these instructions carefully.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Safety first
Make sure all cables are clear of the router.
Make sure the work piece is correctly supported
Always use protective glasses when using the router.
Do not start the router whilst the blade is in contact with the work piece.
Never remove the router from the jig whilst it is still moving.
Make sure there are no obstructions in the way of the router.
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SUGGESTED LAYOUTS

Right hand female

Left hand female
postformed edge

35 mm inset

Right hand male
postformed edge

postformed edge

Left hand male

The construction shown above is the easiest to fit and should be used if possible. Another layout is shown below
but this requires careful measurement and recovery from error measurement and cutting “worktop 3” is limited.

"B"
193 mm

Line "C"

Worktop3

1. CUT FEMALE MITRES ON WORKTOPS 1 & 2

Worktop1

Worktop2

2. INSTALL WORKTOPS 1 & 2
3. mEASURE DISTANCE BETWEEN MITRE CUTS ("B" ABOVE)
4. CUT MALE MITRE ON RIGHT HAND EDGE OF WORKTOP 3
5. DRAW LINE "C" ON THE BACK FACE OF WORKTOP 3
(LINE "C" IS LENGTH "B" MINUS 193MM)
6. SET JIG ON LINE "C" (SEE FIG. 2) AND CLAMP
7. CUT MALE MITRE ON LEFT HAND EDGE OF WORKTOP3
8. INSTALL WORKTOP 3.
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USING THE JIG AND THE HOLES EXPLAINED

CARRY HANDLE

50MM EXTERNAL RADIUS

PEG HOLES FOR FEMALE CUT LENGTH
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PEG HOLES FOR BOLT SLOTS
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100MM EXTERNAL RADIUS

PEG HOLES FOR MALE MITRE CUTS

B

B
M

PEG HOLES FOR BOLT SLOTS

B
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FEMALE MITRE SET UP
FIG.1
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WORKTOP FACE
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Fig. 1 shows the female mitre set-up for a 616mm wide worktop, for other work top widths the peg used to set the
cut length should be changed.
• Set the jig on the worktop as shown. Clamp firmly in place with G-clamps. Position the router in the
extreme bottom left-hand point of the centre slot. Set the cutting depth to no more that 10 mm.
• Start the router and move steadily along the centre slot, always moving left to right, and using the side of
the slot nearest to you to guide the router.
• Repeat this process increasing the depth of cut by no more than 10mm for each pass until the post formed
edge (waste) has been removed.
• With the router set to maximum depth, use the side of the slot furthest from you to guide the router and
make one final pass to remove approximately 1mm of worktop leaving a perfect cut edge.
Switch off the router at the end of each pass and do not remove from the jig until the blade has stopped
turning to avoid damaging the jig.
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MALE MITRE SET UP

POSTFORMEDEDGE

RIGHT HAND MALE CUT

WORKTOP BACK
LINE "C"
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ROUTE R START POINT

POSTFORMED EDGE

LEFT HAND MALE CUT

WORKTOP FACE
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B
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PEGS

B
ROUTE R START POINT

Set the jig onto the worktop as shown and clamp firmly in place. Again, always starting the router from the
extreme left of the slot, use the side of the slot nearest to you setting the plunge depth to no more than 10mm per
pass, remove the waste.
As with the female cuts once the waste has been removed make one final pass with the router fully plunged using
the side of the slot furthest from you to finish the cut.
Note: These instructions set up the jig to cut 90° corners. If you wish to allow for slightly out of square walls,
remove one of the pegs and adjust the angle of the jig against the post formed edge. You should be fully
conversant with the usual functions of the jig before attempting this type of adjustment.
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FEMALE BOLT SLOT SET UP
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With the worktop face down set the jig in place (jig face up for left hand female bolt slots and jig face down for
right hand female bolt slots). Once the pegs are butted up to the edges of the worktop clamp the jig in place using
two G clamps, checking the jig has not moved after tightening.
Set the depth of the router to NO MORE than three quarters of the thickness of the worktop and make sure this will
accommodate the Easi-bolt you are using.
Once set up, router out the bolt slots, moving the router around the “mushroom” shapes in a clockwise direction
until all of the waste has been removed.
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MALE BOLT SLOT SET UP

POSTFORMED EDGE
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Again with the worktop face down set the jig in place ( jig face up for right hand male bolt slots and jig face down
for left hand male bolt slots). Clamp the jig in place as before and repeat the routing procedure described on the
previous page.
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COMPLETING THE JOINT
Once the cuts are finished and the worktops trimmed to fit they should be placed on top of the pre leveled cabinets
that will support them.
Colorfill should be used in the joint in order to seal the joint and as it is colour matched to the specific worktop it
helps to make the joint more inconspicuous.(See Colorfill tube for instructions on use)
Once the Colorfill has been applied the worktops should be quickly brought together and Easi-bolts tightened into
the joining bolt slots from the underside.

Technical helpline: 0191 259 7876 (Mon.-Fri.)
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